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Reading Stage 5 
       

Read and discuss a wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction.
For statements to be completely embedded they should be demonstrated when reading or responding to a range of texts.

       
 

Book band Guidance 
 Texts should be ORT Book Band Level or equivalent:  

ORT Book Band Level: Stage 14 and Stage 15/Riddell 
 Texts should be ORT Book Band Level or equivalent:  

Stage 15/Riddell and Morpurgo 
 Texts should be ORT Book Band Level or equivalent:  

Morpurgo and Tolkien 
  Working Towards Expected  Working at Expected  Working at Greater Depth 

  Word Reading  Word Reading  Word Reading 
Word Reading  Decode unfamiliar words accurately without overt 

sounding and blending. 
 Draw on a variety strategies to decode unfamiliar words  Decode more challenging words (beyond their age expected 

knowledge) accurately, drawing on a variety of strategies. 
Accuracy & Fluency  Read most of a Stage appropriate text or equivalent (95%), 

with only occasional hesitation or overt sounding out. 
(Read with increasing confidence and fluency). 

 Read accurately, most of a Stage appropriate text or 
equivalent (95%) without hesitation or overt sounding out.  
(Read stage appropriate books with confidence and fluency). 

 Read accurately, most of a Stage appropriate text (95%) 
without hesitation or overt sounding out.  
(Read challenging texts/books with confidence and fluency). 

Stamina  Develop reading stamina – read more of an ability related 
text in a suitable period of time. 

Read with increased stamina – read more of an ability 
related text in a suitable period of time. 

Read with increased stamina – reading more of an ability 
related text in a suitable period of time. 

Pace Silent reading pace is developing. Silent reading pace is quicker than reading aloud. Silent reading pace is quicker than reading aloud. 
 Comprehension Comprehension Comprehension
Expression & 
intonation 

 Read aloud with some intonation that shows 
understanding of stated meaning (character, plot and 
sentence structure). 

 Read aloud with intonation that shows understanding of 
stated and implied meaning (character, plot and sentence 
structure). 

 Read aloud with intonation that shows understanding of 
stated and implied meaning (character, plot and sentence 
structure). 

Word 
meaning 

2C1 * Give the meaning of unusual/challenging words 
encountered in their book stage/band. 2a 

* Give the meaning of unusual/challenging words encountered 
in their book stage/band. 2a 

* Give the meaning of unusual/challenging words encountered 
in their book stage/band. 2a 

2C2  Infer the meaning of an unfamiliar word having read 
around it. 

 Begin to use some other skills to work out the meaning of 
unfamiliar words and phrases. (e.g.  inference, substitution 
of synonyms). 

 Employ a wide range of skills to work out the meaning of 
words and phrases (inference, substitution of synonyms, 
elimination through trial and error, knowledge of 
root/prefix/suffix, general knowledge). 

Sequencing * Identify and explain the sequence of events in texts and 
how items of information are related.   

* Identify and explain the sequence of events in texts and how 
items of information are related.   
Order events/facts as they appear in the text. 

* Identify and explain the sequence of events in texts and how 
items of information are related.   
Order events/facts as they appear in the text. 

2C3/2C4/2C5 
Summarising 

* Summarise the main idea of a specific paragraph. 2c * Identify and summarise main ideas from more than 1 
paragraph. 2c 

* Summarise main ideas, identifying key details and using 
quotation for illustration.  2c 

Prioritise information in order of importance 
2C6/2C7 
Text Structure 
 
2C8 Retrieval 

* Locate, retrieve and draw from a source independently, in 
order to answer questions / present information.  2b 

* Locate, retrieve and draw from sources independently, in 
order to answer questions / present information.  2b 

* Locate, retrieve and draw from a variety of sources 
independently, in order to answer questions / present 
information. 2b 

 Interpret from the question words How? Why?, the type of 
information needed and explain answers. 

Interpret from question words How? Why?, the type of 
information needed and give the necessary answer (literal 
response with no explanation or justification). 

Interpret from question words How? Why?, the type of 
information needed and give the necessary answer (literal 
response with no explanation or justification). 

Use skills of retrieval but on finding an omittance of 
information, make an inference. 

 Locate information by searching for key words but where 
there are none, identify associated words thus interpreting 
the information to answer the question. 

2C9 
Comparisons 

 Identify and explain similarities/differences within a text. 
2h 

 Identify and explain similarities/differences within a text. 2h  Make comparisons within and across books. 2h 

2C10 Fact/Opinion * Identify facts in order to answer true or false. * Identify facts in order to answer true or false. 
 

* Identify facts in order to answer true or false. 

   Begin to distinguish between statements of fact and opinion. 
2b 

 Distinguish between statements of fact and opinion. 2b 
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MI1/MI2 
Inference 

** Make inferences based on a good understanding and recall 
of what they have read in the book so far. 2d 

** Make inferences based on a good understanding and recall 
of what they have read in the book so far with explanation.  
2d 

** Draw and explain inferences from what they have read  
revising as they encounter new information. 2d 

MI3 
Prediction 

 Make a plausible prediction about what might happen on 
the basis of what has been read so far and some details 
inferred: drawing on a wider reading experience (typical 
themes, conventions, plots, character arcs). Justify their 
predictions with reference to the text. 

 Make more detailed predictions based on details stated and 
implied; drawing on a wider reading experience (typical 
themes, conventions, plots, character arcs). Justify their 
predictions with reference to the text.  With prompting, 
revise predictions based on new information read. 

 Make more detailed predictions based on details stated and 
implied; drawing on a wider reading experience (typical 
themes, conventions, plots, character arcs). Justify their 
predictions with reference to the text. Continuously and 
automatically revise predictions based on new information 
read. 

LfE1 
Language 

Discuss words and phrases which capture the reader’s 
interest and imagination, noticing figurative language. 

Comment on  the writer’s use of words, phrases and 
language features including figurative language. 2g  

Comment on the writer’s use of words, phrases and language 
features including figurative language and consider how this 
impacts on the reader.  2g

2TC1/2TC2 
Themes & 
Conventions 

 Identify themes and conventions of a range of books.  Identify and comment on the themes and conventions of a 
range of texts. 

 Identify and comment on the themes and conventions of a 
range of texts. 

 

 


